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Abstract—This paper deals with an extension of the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP), which
involves resource transfer delays. A flow model is used in order
to formalize this extended RCPSP, which contains the standard
RCPS, and leads us to introduce the Timed Flow Polyhedron
and to state several structural results. This framework gives
rise to a generic Insertion operator, as well as greedy/local
search algorithms. We end with numerical tests. Introduction

I. INTRODUCTION

D

EALING with Resource Constrained Project
Scheduling Problems (RCPSP: see [1]–[3]) means
scheduling a set of tasks, submitted to temporal and resource
constraints, while minimizing the induced Makespan value.
This problem has been extensively studied: [4]–[7]; its
theoretical analysis requires the use of sophisticated
mathematical
tools:
linear
programming,
posets,
hypergraphs...: [8]. While Standard RCPSP only involves
deterministic non pre-emptive tasks and renewable
resources, extended models address pre-emption: [9], time
lags: [10], non renewable resources: [11], [12], non constant
profiles, robustness: [13], deadlines and penalties, redundant
resources…: [14]–[16]. A survey about RCPSP variants is
available in [17].
RCPSP problems are usually NP-Complete, and getting
exact results becomes hard as soon as there are more than 60
tasks and 4 resources: [18],[19]. Characterizing benchmark
computational complexity is also difficult: [20]. Exact
methods are most often branch and bound, cut generation
and constraint propagation based: [12], [21]–[24]. Powerful
lower bounds derive from column generation techniques
applied to specific LP models, energetic reasoning processes
or largest paths computing: [25], [26]. But efficient
heuristics may be designed: greedy algorithms based on
priority rules or insertion techniques: [13], [27], [28] local
search methods: [29]–[31]. Dynamic RCPSP is most often
handled through priority rule based algorithms: [28].
This paper studies an extension of the RCPSP Problem
which involves Resource Transfer Delays: RCPSTDP:
resources are transmitted from one task to another, and those
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communication tasks involve delays. Such a RCPSPTDP
model corresponds to the case when every task takes place
on a given production unit and when part of the resources
(workers, equipments…) need to be transported from one
unit to another. Coping with such a problem requires the
existence of an explicit representation of the way resources
transit from one production unit to another and, thus, leads
us to make appear a Network Flow component into our
model.
Network Flow Theory: [32], [33], is devoted to the
handling of problems which involve the circulation of
goods, people, energy, information.... It has been essentially
used in order to model transportation, telecommunication
and energy distribution systems: [32]. The existence of a
link between the RCPSP and Network Flow Theory has
already been noticed in [27], [28], [6], [14], and been used
in order to get ILP formulations, as well as some specific
insertion algorithms. Still, few works have explicitly
involved the network flow machinery into the design of
generic algorithms. So, we are first going to explain the way
RCPSTDP may be cast into the Network Flow framework,
while introducing the Flow Polyhedron Vertex Subset
related to a RCPSTDP instance. Next, we shall state several
structural results about connectivity and cut management.
Finally, we shall derive from this theoretical work a generic
insertion mechanism, close to the insertion mechanisms
which were proposed in [27], [28] and use it in order to
design and test greedy and local search algorithms.
II. NETWORK FLOW MODEL RELATED TO A RCPSTDP
INSTANCE
A. Preliminary Notations and Definitions
We denote by ← the value allocation operator: "x←a"
means that variable x takes value a. Q is the rational number
set. If τ is some partial order relation, then τ= is the relation
(τ or =) and Tr(τ) is the transitive closure of τ. An oriented
graph (network) G with node set Z and arc set E is denoted
by G = (Z, E). An arc e with origin/destination nodes x and y
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is denoted by (x, y). A partial graph (sub-graph) of G is the
restriction of G to some subset of E (Z).
B. The Non Preemptive RCPSTDP Problem
A Standard RCPSP instance I = (V, K, R, r, d, <<) is
defined by:
o a set V of non pre-emptive tasks: every task v in V is
endowed with some duration dv > 0 and must be run as a
whole during some time window with length dv;
o a binary no circuit precedence relation <<, which is
defined on the set V: v << w means that the activity v
must be finished before the activity w starts;
o a finite renewable resource set K: the initial available
amount of resource k  K is given by the component Rk
of the resource vector R = (Rk, k  K); during the whole
time it is run, task v requires a r k,v amount of resource k to
be available, and forbids any other task to use it. Once it
is over, task v gives this resource back;
Solving I means computing, for any v  V, its starting
time Tv ≥ 0, in such a way that:
o if v and w  V are such that v << w, then
Tv + dv ≤ Tw;
(Precedence Constraint)
o at any time t ≥ 0, and for any resource k  K,



vU (T ,t ) k ,v

r

 Rk , with U(T, t) = {v  V such that

Tv ≤ t < Tv + dv }  V is the set of the tasks which
are running at time t; (Resource Constraint)
o the makespan Makespan(T) = SupvV (Tv + dv) is the
smallest possible.
An instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, ≪, D-Lag, Depot) of the
Resource Constrained Project Scheduling with Transfer
Delays Problem (RCPSTDP) is defined as above, while
taking into account the Delay function D-Lag whose meaning
is:
o tasks of V are run at different places inside some
“production” space, and resources circulate between
these places. At time 0, resources are all located at a
same place Depot, and they must be back to Depot for
the project to be over. Then the Delay Q-valued function
D-Lag, associates, with any pair v, w in V  {Depot}, a
value D-lag(v, w)  0: if task v (or Depot) transmits some
resource to task w (or to Depot) or if v << w (v transmits
some output to w which uses it as an input), then
transferring this resource requires a D-lag(v, w) delay
between the ending time of v (0 if v = Depot) and the
starting time of w. (Delay Constraint)

C. Linking Network Flows with RCPSTDP: Timed Flows
We may now explain what may be an “ad hoc description
F of the way resources are provided to the tasks”, and get a
formal framework for the RCPSPTD Problem;
Recall: Network Flows. Given a network G = (Z, E), i.e.
an oriented graph with node (vertex) set Z and arc set E,
together with a Q -valued function defined on the node set
Z; a Q-valued E-indexed vector f is a -flow vector iff:

z  Z, z _ origin_ of _ e fe  z _ destina tion _ of _ e fe

(Extended Kirshoff Law)
If I is some commodity set, if  = ( (i), i  I) is a
commodity function, i.e. if every (i), i  I, is a Q-valued
function defined on the node set Z, then we call Q-flow
vector any collection f = (f(i), i  I), where every f(i), i  I, is
a (i)-flow vector.
The Activity Network. Let I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, DLag, Depot) be a RCPSPTD instance. We derive from I-TD
the Activity Network N(V) = (V*, E*) by introducing two
auxiliary tasks Start and End, and by setting:
o V* = V  {Start, End} = node set of N(V);
o E* = {(v, v’), v, v’  V}  {(Start, v), v  V {End}} 
{(v, End), v  V {Start}} = arc set of N(V).
We define the E*-indexed length vector d* by setting:
o for any v  V, d*(Start, v) = D-Lag(Depot, v) and d*(v, End) =
dv + D-Lag(v, Depot)
o d*(End, Start) =   ;
o for any v  V, w  V  {End}, d*(v, w) = dv + D-Lag(v, w).
We provide the node set V* with a commodity vector r *, by
setting, for every resource k  K and for any v in V*: if v  V
then

rk*,v  rk ,v else rk*,v = Rk. We define the precedence

arc subset

*
*
by setting: E = {(v, v’), v, v’  V such
E

that v Tr (<<) v’}  {(Start, v), (v, End), v  V}, where Tr
(<<) is the transitive closure of the << relation.

Feasible solutions of I-TD and r*-flow vectors. Then, an
explicit representation of the circulation of resources
between the tasks of V, consists into a r *-flow vector F =
(F(k), k  K), defined on the Activity Network N(V), which
may be viewed as transporting the resources k  K, from
Depot (the source-node Start) to Depot (the end-node End),
while providing the activities v  V with the required
resources. We define the support arc subset E(F,<<) of F by

setting: E(F, <<) = E  {(v, w), v, w  V such that F (v, w) is
non null}. Clearly, E(F,<<) has no circuit, and so we say that
F is no circuit. As a matter of fact, we easily see (see for
instance [27, 28]), that even if we only deal with a simple
RCPSP instance I = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag), we may
derive, as described in Figure 1, such a flow F from any
feasible schedule T.
*

So, solving I-TD means simultaneously computing a Time
vector T as in the simple case, and an ad hoc description F of
the way resources are provided to the tasks.
Remark 1. RCPSTD and RCPSP with Time Lags are quite
different problems, since delays D-lag(v, w) only impact tasks
v, w which exchange resources.
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Fig. 1 (a) Gantt chart – (b) Flow representation

Casting RCPSPTDP into a formal framework: Timed
Flows. Let F be a no circuit r *-flow vector defined on the
Activity Network N(V) and T be a time V-indexed vector such
that the pair (F, T) defines a feasible solution of I-TD. If we
extend the time vector T to V  {Start, End} by setting:
o TStart = 0; TEnd =  = Makespan(T) = SupvV (Tv + dv + DLag(v, Depot));
then, for any arc e = (v, w) in the arc set E* of N(V), we get
the implication:
e = (v, v’)  E(F,<<)  (Tw ≥ Tv + dv Tw ≥ Tv + d*e) (P1)
This leads us to define a Timed (r *, d*)-Flow as being any
such pair (F, T) made of a no circuit r *-flow vector F and a
time vector T such that (P1) is true. One easily checks that
any such a Timed (r *, d*)-Flow (F, T) defines a feasible
solution of I-TD. This notion of Timed Flow allows us to
reformulate RCPSTDP as follows:
RCPSPTD Timed Flow Reformulation: solving the
RCPSTDP instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d,< < , D-Lag, Depot)
means computing, on the Activity network N(V), a Timed (r *,
d*)-Flow (F, T) such that TEnd is the smallest possible.
Also, following ([27, 28]) one easily checks that:
Theorem 1: Standard RCPSP Reformulation Theorem
Any feasible solution T of the Standard RCPSP instance I =
(V, K, R, r, d,< < ) may be extended into a feasible solution
(F, T) of the RCPSTDP instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, < < , 0,
Depot).
D. A Connectivity Theorem
Part of the efficiency of the flow machinery derives from
properties of the flow polyhedron. Thus, one may ask about
the part of this polyhedron made with the no circuit r *-flow
vectors.
The No Circuit r*-Flow Polyhedral Vertex Set: the set
of all r *-flow vectors F ≥ 0 defined on the Activity Network

N(V) defines a bounded polyhedron Pr*. A r *-flow vector F
is a vertex of Pr* which contains no non null alternated cycle,
that means there is no cycle (v0, v1, ..., vn = v0) such that:
o n is even and all the nodes v0, v1, ..., vn-1 are distinct (the
cycle is elementary);
o there exists k  K such that:
 the arcs (v0, v1), (v2, v3), ..., (vn-2, vn-1) are all endowed
with non null F(k) values;
 the arcs (v2, v1), (v4, v3), ..., (v0, vn-1) are all endowed
with non null F(k) values.
We denote by Sr* the vertex set of this polyhedron. This
vertex set is endowed with a canonical adjacency relation R,
which may be characterized as follows:
o let  be some even cycle (v0, v1, ..., vn = v0) in N(V): the
alternated cycle flow f is defined by:
 fe = + 1 for any arc e = (v0, v1), (v2, v3), ..., (vn-2, vn-1);
 fe = - 1 for any arc e = (v2, v1), (v4, v3), ..., (v0, vn-1).
o F, F’ in Sr* are R-adjacent if there exists some resource
k0K, some even cycle  and some number  ≥ 0, such
that we have:
 for any k ≠ k0, F(k) – F’(k) = 0; F’(k0) – F(k0) = . f
In such a case, value  is unique, and F’ derives from
F through redirection of F(k) on .
It comes from LP Theory that Sr* is connected for the
relation R. Since we deal here with no circuit r *-flows, we
are led to ask whether restricting the Redirection scheme to
the set SNr* of those specific vertices of Pr* which define no
circuit r *-flow vectors maintains this connectivity property.
We call this set SNr* the No Circuit r *-Flow Polyhedral
Vertex Set. Then we may state:
Theorem 2: Connectivity Theorem
If we suppose that, for any k K, v, w V, we have: r k,v +
r k,w ≤ Rk (Parallelism Hypothesis), then the No Circuit r *Flow Polyhedral Vertex Set SNr* is connected for the
canonical adjacency relation R.
Comment: this means that one may handle timed flows
(and RCPSP instances) through classical local search
procedures (cancelling cycle procedures…).
Proof of theorem 2 (Sketch of the Proof)
Let us first define a linear r *-flow vector as being a no
circuit r *-flow vector F ≥ 0 which is such that the transitive
extension of the support arc set E(F,<<) is linear. So we
denote by SNLr* the subset of SNr* which is made with linear
r *-flow vectors. If  is some linear ordering of V  {Start,
End}, which is compatible with <<, we denote by SNr*() the
subset of SNr* which corresponds to the case when  may be
viewed as a linear extension of the transitive extension of
E(F, <<). Then we check, by using ad hoc flow redirection
processes involving cycles with length 4 that:
Lemma. SNr*() is connected for the R relation. Also, if
we suppose that, for any v  V, k  K, r k,v ≠ 0 and that the
parallelism holds, then we may state that:
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- If F and F’ are both in the set SNLr*, then there exists a Rpath from F to F’;
(P2)
- for any linear ordering  of V  {Start, End}, which is
compatible with , the intersection of SNLr* and SNr*()
is non empty.
(P3).
Clearly, this lemma allows us to conclude to the Rconnectivity of SNr* in the case when, for every activity v in
V and every resource k in K, the quantity r k,v is non null. In
order to get our result in the general case, we use a trick
which involves topology. Let  > 0 be a small positive
number. For every activity v and any resource k, such that r k,v
= 0, we replace r k,v by , and Rk by Rk + Card(V(k))., where
V(k) = {v  V such that r k,v = 0}. We denote by Sr* and SNr*
the respective related polyhedron vertex sets and by R the
related adjacency relation. It comes from above that SNr* is
connected for the relation R. Also, we see that if F is some
vertex in SNr*, then the r*-flow vector F  defined by:
o for any v and any k such that r k,v = 0, F (k)(Start, v) =  =
F (k)(v, End);
o F (k)(Start, s) = Card(V(k)).;
o for any other pair (e, k), k in K, e in the arc set of the
network N(V), F (k)e = F(k)e;
is no circuit and does not admit any non null alternated
cycle, and thus is in SNr*.
So we conclude by checking that any pair F, H of elements
of SNr*, may be connected by a path  which is the limit,
when  converges to 0, of some path sequence ,  >0,
where every path  connects F  and H in SNr*. End-Proof.

indexation on W*, in such a way that, for any v in W*:
(P4)
o
Tv = Length of a largest path from Start to v in the
Support Partial Activity Network defined by E(F,<<), for
the length vector d*;
o
T*v = Length of a largest path from v to End in the
Support Partial Activity Network defined by E(F, <<), for
the length vector d*.
Clearly, the pair (F, T) defines a timed (r *, d*)-flow on
N(W). Then, performing an Insertion means picking up some
task v0 which is not in W, computing some Cut, i.e. a
partition of W into two subsets U and W U, such that no
flow amount goes from (W U)  {End} to U  {Start}, and
turning (F, T), through the resolution of the Insertion-Flow
Problem, into a convenient timed (r *, d*)-flow defined on
N(W  {v0}), in such a way that v0 receive flow values from
U  {Start} and give them back to (W U)  {End}.
Performing a Removal means reversing this operation. In
order to explain those mechanisms in a more accurate way,
we need to introduce the Flow-Insertion Problem.
Meanwhile, we may illustrate the general insertion/removal
mechanism through the drawings of Figure 1, which
represent, (a), a partial solution with 4 tasks and a Cut (U =
{1, 3}, W U = {2, 4}), and, (b), the insertion of task v0 = 5
(with d5 = 2 and r 5 = 2) into this Cut.
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III. INSERTION SCHEME, INSERTION PROBLEM AND
As told in 2, the main motivation for introducing the
Timed Flow formalism is provided by the prospect of
applying ad hoc network flow algorithmic tools to
RCPSTDP instances. So the current Section III is devoted to
the description of the way it can be done. Basically, our
RCPSTDP
algorithms
work
while
performing
insertion/removal processes which may be compared with
those which have been proposed in [27, 28] for standard
RCPSP: the basic difference lays upon the fact that every
time the insertion/removal of some activity is performed, it
involves the resolution of a specific Insertion-Flow subproblem related to a given Cut of the currently inserted task
set: the related resolution process updates all the flow values
which express the flow transportation between both sides of
this Cut, and may be viewed as an implementation of the
Connectivity Theorem of Section II. More precisely, at any
time during the process of some RCPSTDP instance I-TD =
(V, K, R, r, d, , D-Lag, Depot), we are provided with some
Inserted Activity subset W of V, with a no circuit r *- flow
vector F defined on the Activity Network N(W), and with two
positive (or null) -valued time vectors T and T*, both with
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Remark: one easily check that the Parallelism hypothesis
cannot be removed.
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Fig. 2 (a) The flow and the “cut” (dotted line) - (b) the resulting
flow after insertion

A. The Insertion Flow Problem
The above considerations lead us to formalize the
Insertion-Flow Problem related to a given Cut as follows:
we say that an oriented graph N = (X, E) is almost-bipartite,
if there exists some node z0 in X such that the restriction of N
to X – {z0} is bipartite, which means that X – {z0} may be
written as the disjoint union X – {z0} = A  B, of two
disjoint independent sets A and B; let us suppose now that
we are endowed with two positive (or null) Q-valued Aindexed vectors , Out, with two positive (or null) Q-valued
B-indexed vectors *, In, with some Q-valued positive
vectors  with indexation on (A  {z0}).(B  {z0}), and with
a positive (or null) coefficient  such that:  xA Out(x) = 
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In(y)  ; then we say that a vector G = (Gx,y ≥ 0, x  A
 {z0}, B  {z0}) ≥ 0, is an Insertion-Flow vector related to
those data: (X, E), z0, A, B, In, Out,  , *, ) iff:
o for any x in A, Outx =  yB  {x0} Gx,y ;
o for any y in B, Iny =  xA  {x0} Gx,y;
o  =  yB Gz0,y =  xA Gx,z0.
For such an Insertion-Flow vector G, we set:
o Make1(G) = Supx  A, y B such that (x, y)  E or Gx,y ≠ 0 (x +
*y + x,y);
o Make2(G) = Sup x  A, y  B such that ((x, z0)  E or Gx,z0 ≠ 0) and
(z0, y)  E or Gz0,y ≠ 0) (x + *y + x,z0 + z0,y);
o I-Makespan(G) = Sup(Make1(G), Make2(G)).

yB

This definition leads us to introduce the following
Insertion-Flow Problem: {Given (X, E), z0, A, B, In, Out, 
*, , as above. Find a related insertion flow vector G in
such a way that I-Makespan(G) be the smallest possible.}
Explanation: if we refer to the situation which prevails
during the previously described insertion process, and if we
suppose that Card(K) = 1, then we clearly see that we should
think:
(P5)
o A = U{Start}; B = (W – U){End}; E = (v, w),
vA, wB, such that v Tr( ) w;
o z0 = v0;  = r k,v0;
o for any v in U  {Start}, v = Tv and Outv =  wB
F(k)(v,w) ;
o for any w in B = (W – U)  {End}, *w = T*w and
Inw =  vA F(k)(v,w) .
o for any pair v, w in (A  z0).(B  z0), v,w = d*(v,w).
In order to deal with this Insertion-Flow problem, we
design an Insertion-Flow procedure which:
- first computes the set E, z0 of the possible attachment
values: for a given Insertion-Flow vector G, its
attachment value u(G) will be given by:
u(G)) = Sup (x + x,z0), x A such that (Gx, z0 ≠ 0
or (x, z0)  E);
- next, For any u in E, z0, computes some Insertion-Flow G
such that u = u(G), and performs the following loop:
o While Possible do: Make decrease, through the search
of some Redirection Path, the G value on the arcs (x,
y) such that I-Makespan(G) = Gx,y, while making u(G)
remain unmodified;
- ends while keeping with the best Insertion-Flow G which
was computed.
Theorem 3: Insertion-Flow Theorem
The Insertion-Flow Procedure solves in an exact way the
Insertion-flow Problem in polynomial time.
Proof of theorem 3 (Sketch of the Proof)
The key point is that u(G) remains unmodified during the
While Possible loop: then, a standard flow reasoning makes
appear that if G is some Insertion-Flow vector, G(u) derives
from the While Possible loop for a given u, and if we have
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both u(G) = u and I-Makespan(G(u)) > I-Makespan(G), then
the cycle decomposition of the flow vector G – G(u) makes
appear some Redirection Path which make possible
improving G(u). End-Proof.
Fast-Try-Insertion and Lex-Insertion-Flow Procedures:
As a matter of fact, before insertion is effectively performed,
it must be tried several times. In order to speed this trial
process, we designed a greedy approximation Fast-TryInsertion heuristics, which ties the node z0 with the nodes x
of A which are the most likely to make increase I-Makespan
in case Gx, z0 = 0, and proceed the same way in order to
distribute flow values from A to B. By the same way we
minimize the number of arcs (v, w) such that (v (Not Tr(<<))
w and F (v, w) ≠ 0) by turning Insertion-Flow into a LexInsertion-Flow procedure which tends to allocate G values to
arcs of E, while E increases every time a new resource k is
handled.
B. Generic Flow Algorithms for the RCPSTDP
A Greedy Insertion Algorithm RCPSTDP-Greedy-Flow
This algorithm works through successive insertions as
explained at the beginning of Section III. Clearly, a key point
is about the computation of the Cut U of the set W of the
currently inserted tasks, prior to the call to the InsertionFlow procedure. But searching for a best Cut U in the
general sense seems to be a difficult problem. As a matter of
fact, we may state:
Theorem 4: Cut Theorem
The search for a best Cut as defined above is NP-Complete.
Proof of theorem 4:
Let us consider the following input situation for the Best Cut
Problem:
o there is only one resource (so we set r k,x = r x) and Rk =
R, for the unique k in K;
o



vW v

r = R; r v0 = R/2;

<< is the empty relation; for

any v in W, dv= 1; dv0 = 2.
Determining whether the optimal value of this Best Cut
instance is no more than 2 means solving some 2-Partition
problem instance. End- Proof.
Still, if v is some node W  {End}, we may set Cut(v) =
{w  W, w ≠ v, such that Tw ≤ Tv}. So, while searching for a
best Cut U is difficult, we can easily scan the set W, and
choose U = Cut(v) in such a way that an application of the
Insertion-Flow Procedure yields the best possible Makespan
value. The whole process, which may be easily randomized,
may be summarized as follows:
RCPSP-Greedy-Flow Algorithm
Input: the instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag, Depot) of the
RCPSTDP problem;
Output: a timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T), and the related Makespan
value 
Init.: W  Nil;   0; F  0; TStart = TEnd = T*Start = T*End  0;
Main Loop: RCPSP-Flow  Packet-Insertion(Nil);
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Packet-Insertion Procedure
Input: the instance I-TD = (V, K, R, r, d, <<, D-Lag, Depot) of the
RCPSTDP problem, a subset W of V, given together with a
related no circuit r*-flow vector F, and two related vectors T and
T* as in (P4).
Output: a timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T), and the related Makespan
value 
Initialization: S  V – W; SAux  S;
While SAux  Nil do
Randomly Pick up v0 in SAux and Remove it from SAux;
Compute v1 in W  {End}, such that the application of the
Fast-Try-Insertion-Flow procedure to:
o X = W  {Start, End, v0}; A = Cut(v1)  {Start}; B = X – A
– {v0};
o z0,In, Out,  *, , E = {(x, y), x  A  {v0}, y  B 
{v0}, as in (P5);
yields the best possible Makespan value;
Let u1 be the related attachment value: Apply Lex-InsertionFlow to Cut(v1) and u1, and perform the insertion of v0 into
the timed (r*, d*)-flow (F, T) in an effective way (update F, T
and T* values);
W  W  {v0};

A local search RCPSTDP-LS-Flow Algorithm
The above Packet-Insertion operator gives rise in a generic
way to a local search operator Transform-Insertion. The idea
is that, once we are endowed with a timed (r *, d*)-flow (F, T)
defined on the activity set V, we may pick up some (small)
subset S of V, take it away from V (which means reversing
the insertion process, i.e applying some Reverse-Insertion
procedure) and, next, come back to inserting the activities of
S into the pair (F, T). Transform-Insertion operates on any
timed (r *, d*)-flow (F, T), through a parameter S  V:
Transform-Insertion(S) Procedure:
Packet-Reverse-Insertion(S);
Packet-Insertion(V - S).

Provided with this operator, we may design several local
search algorithms based upon Descent, Tabu or Simulated
Annealing control, while picking up the parameter subset as
the task subset defined by a critical path (Crit-Path strategy)
or by the tasks which are simultaneously running at some
critical time t (Antichain strategy).

number of involved replications N-Re, and got an evaluation
of:
o Time = CPU time in seconds for the N-rep replications;
o Gap-LB (%) = gap between our values and: in case of 30
job instances, the optimal value; in case of 60 and 120
job instances, the best lower bound value.
o Gap-TB (%) = gap between our values and: in case of 30
job instances, the optimal value; in case of 60 and 120
job instances, the trivial (largest path) lower bound
value.
A. Experiments on PSPLIB instances with D-Lag = 0.
Since our models and algorithms are generic, they may be
used in order to deal with standard RCPSP instances, and it
is interesting to test their efficiency in such a specific
context. The following tables 1 and 2 provide us with
average results for the algorithms RCPSTDP-Greedy-Flow
and RCPSP-LS-Flow, related to the PSPLIB packages: 30
jobs, 60 jobs, 120 jobs, when D-Lag = 0. In this specific case,
the Fast-Try-Insertion procedure is used, since it is designed
in such a way that it ensures the same result as the full
procedure when D-Lag = 0. We see that the induced results
are very satisfactory, taken into account the simplicity and
the generic features of those algorithms which derive from
our Timed Flow framework. In case of 60 and 120 job
instances, they provide us with some of the best available
results.
TABLE I.
RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, MEAN RESULTS

N-Ac
30
30
30
30
60
60
60
60
120
120
120

N-res
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

N-re
100
1000
5000
50000
100
1000
5000
50000
100
1000
5000

Time(s)
0.63
6.3
31.6
317.4
4.54
53.04
243
2432
29.6
515
2608

Gap-TB
1.87
0.92
0.53
0.28
16.91
15.37
14.56
13.77
52.33
48.84
47.05

Gap-LB
1.87
0.92
0.53
0.28
7.10
5.79
5.13
4.47
21.32
18.5
17.12

IV. NUMERICAL TESTS
We performed several experiments, on PC AMD opteron
2.1GHz, while using gcc 4.1 compiler. We tried several
instance packages, most of them derived from the PSPLIB
testbed, and, for every package, we tried both RCPSTDPGreedy-Flow and RCPSTDP-LS-Flow, while using replication
techniques. Since we were not provided with optimal values
for general RCPSTDP, we first tested the case D-Lag = 0,
which means that RCPSP and RCPSPTD are the same
problems, as well as ad hoc instances, with D-Lag designed
in such a way that the optimal values of both problems were
the same. For every instance, we kept memory of the number
of activities N-Ac, the number of resources N-Res, the

TABLE II.
RCPSP-LS-FLOW PROCEDURE, MEAN RESULTS

N-Ac
30
30
30
30
60
60

NRe
10
10
50
50
10
10

Strategy
Crit-Path
Antichain
Crit-Path
Antichain
Crit-Path
Antichain

GapTB
0.85
0.36
0.49
0.12
14.34
12.70

GapLB
0.85
0.36
0.49
0.12
4.97
3.82

Time (s)
3.77
1.64
19.41
8.42
20.11
9.33
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60
60
120
120
120

50
50
10
10
50

Crit-Path
Antichain
Crit-Path
Antichain
Crit-Path

13.69
11.93
45.41
38.67
43.71

4.4
3.34
15.80
12.41
14.45

101.50
46.93
210.80
63.73
1055.90

B. Experiments on PSPLIB instances with D-Lag such that
RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values are the same.
This sequence of tests involves “difficults” instances,
which are deduced from standard RCPSP instances in the
following way: we start from a standard RCPSP instance I of
the PSPLIB and from some optimal of almost optimal
solution T of this instance; then we randomly generate D-Lag
values in such a way that T remains a feasible schedule for
the related RCPSTDP instance. Since, for every pair (v, w)
of actions of I, which are not run in parallel according to T,
it is possible to compute a maximal D-Lag value Max-Lag(T,
v, w) which is compatible with T, we generate our D-Lag
values with a mean ratio D-Lag/Max-Lag which vary from
10% to 50% (difficult instances). Then the following table 3,
provides us with results related to such ad hoc PSPLIB
instances with 30 jobs distributed into 5 groups of 480
instances, according to the value of the mean ratio DLag/Max-Lag, the number of replications being here always
equal to 100.
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generated in such a way that T remains feasible (and thus
optimal). For instance, we may here generate (or not) the
precedence relation 4 << 22 and a D-Lag(4, 22) value may
be generated between 0 and Max-Lag(4, 22) = 7.

Fig. 3 The skeleton of an Ad Hoc 1 resource instance

Following Table 4 provides us with results for this kind of
ad hoc instances, with N-Act between 22 and 37, such that
RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values be the same, and DLag mean value vary from 10% to 50% of mean value of the
task durations (difficult instances).
The number of
replications is once again equal to 100. One remarks that
those specific instances are more difficult than the previous
one, especially in the case of the last group. It makes appear
that when the D-Lag values are similar to the duration of the
tasks and when the parallelism level is high, greedy insertion
is not enough in order to tackle the difficulty of the problem.

TABLE III.

TABLE IV.

RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, MEAN
RESULTS, AD HOC PSPLIB INSTANCES

RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, AD HOC
INSTANCES WITH HIGH PARALLELISM LEVEL

Group-Instance
1 - 10%
2 – 20%
3 – 30%
4 – 40%
5 – 50%

Gap (%)
2.50
3.21
7.35
8.50
14.50

Time (s)
2,71
2,79
2,92
2,94
3.12

Comment: Clearly, we see that the largest is the DLag/Max-Lag mean ratio, the most difficult are the instances.
Still, we may consider that results remain satisfactory, Also,
we notice that using the full Try-Insertion procedure has an
impact on the speed of the process.
C. Experiments on Ad Hoc instances with D-Lag such that
RCPSP and RCPSTDP optimal values are the same.
This last sequence of tests is related to ad hoc instances I
with only one resource, which have been generated in such a
way that the optimal value of I is exactly the quantity ( v in V
r v.dv )/R. Thus, the parallelism level (the mean number of
actions which are simultaneously run) of those instances is
high. Then we generate the D-Lag values and the <<
precedence relations in such a way that the ratio between the
mean D–Lag values and the mean length of the actions of V
vary from 10% to 50% (difficult instances).
The following figure 3 shows the skeleton of such an
instance, i.e. the time/resource drawing which represents the
schedule T: << precedence relations and D-lag values are

Group-Instance
1 - 10%
2 – 20%
3 – 30%
4 – 40%
5 – 50%

Gap (%)
13.50
13.00
22.00
18.50
84.50

Time (s)
2.11
2.11
2.12
2.32
2.54

D. Fast-Try-Insertion versus Full Try-Insertion.
We test here the replacement of the Try-Insertion
procedure of Section III.A, which involves path search, by a
greedy Fast-Try-Insertion procedure, which involves simple
swith moves. We consider here the same instances as in
previous sub-section B, and then get the following results:
We notice that this replacement does not lower in a
significant way the quality of the solutions, and clearly
speeds the process.
TABLE V.
RCPSP-GREEDY-FLOW PROCEDURE, 100 REPLICATIONS, MEAN
RESULTS, AD HOC PSPLIB INSTANCES, FAST-TRY-INSERTION
Group-Instance
1 - 10%
2 – 20%
3 – 30%
4 – 40%
5 – 50%

Gap (%)
2.85
3.80
8.23
9.80
18.10

Time (s)
0.71
0.79
0.92
0.94
1.12
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